I. For Stakeholders who live, work, or own property within the GWNC. Any ONE of the following documents will be required to establish stakeholder status and eligibility to vote or register as a candidate in the Geographic and At Large board member categories:

- Valid Driver License in stakeholder’s name w/ current address within GWNC boundaries
- Valid CA state ID in stakeholder’s name w/ current address within GWNC boundaries
- Most recent L.A. County property tax bill in stakeholder’s name at address within GWNC boundaries
- Most recent federal tax return w/ stakeholder’s name at address within GWNC boundaries
- Current rental agreement in stakeholder’s name at address within GWNC boundaries
- Most recent rent receipt with apartment’s address printed on receipt; address within GWNC boundaries
- Current business license in stakeholder’s name from company located within boundaries of GWNC
- Most current paystub or W2 in stakeholder’s name from company located within boundaries of GWNC

II. For any Stakeholder who wishes to register in the Special Interest categories. Any ONE of the following documents will be required to establish stakeholder status and eligibility to vote or register as a candidate in the Special Interest board member categories:

- Stakeholder’s name on a current official membership roster of a religious, business association, educational or other nonprofit organization located within GWNC boundaries and submitted to IEA during candidate and voter registration period
- Official Special Interest Participant Form available at GWNC election forums and online at the GWNC website (www.greaterwilshire.org), indicating stakeholder’s name (filled in by stakeholder), organization name (filled in by stakeholder), and printed name and dated original signature of officer or similar (e.g., principal, priest, rabbi) of organization attesting to stakeholder’s current membership; organization must be located within GWNC boundaries
- Original dues receipt, with address of organization formally printed on receipt, dated within past year from a religious, business association, educational or other nonprofit organization located within GWNC boundaries
- Current rental agreement in stakeholder’s name at address within GWNC boundaries
- Most recent rent receipt with apartment’s address printed on receipt; address within GWNC boundaries
- Most current paystub or W2 in stakeholder’s name from company located within boundaries of GWNC
- Current business license in stakeholder’s name from company located within boundaries of GWNC
- Current enrollment form in name of stakeholder’s child from school located within boundaries of GWNC
- Most recent report card in name of stakeholder’s child from school located within boundaries of GWNC

PLUS one of the following forms of ID:

- Valid Driver License in stakeholder’s name or valid CA state ID in stakeholder’s name
- Most recent L.A. County property tax bill in stakeholder’s name
- Most recent federal tax return w/ stakeholder’s name
- Current rental agreement in stakeholder’s name (if not already provided as ID per the above)
- Most recent rent receipt with apartment’s address printed on receipt (if not already provided as ID per the above)
- Current business license in stakeholder’s name (if not already provided as ID per the above)
- Most current paystub or W2 in stakeholder’s name (if not already provided as ID per the above)

III. For Stakeholders asked to verify their age. Any ONE of the following documents will be required to establish that a stakeholder meets the age requirement of 18 years as of Election Day to vote or register as a candidate:

- Valid Driver License
- Valid state ID
- Valid passport
- Federal tax return for most recent year (either stakeholder’s or parent’s, if claimed on parent return)